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SUBJEcr: Report - Effect of Legislative Changes, General Assistance Program
(July, 1983 to December, 1984)
Attached is the report on the effect of legislative changes made by
the Illth Maine State Legislature in regard to the General Assistance
Program in Maine. This report was mandated by the Illth Legislature
to be made by the Dep:l.rtment at the fir st regular session of the 112th
Maine State Legislature.
The report includes steps taken to implement the changes; evaluation
of requests Dep:l.rtment received to intervene in complaints relating to
local case decisions, eValuation of the effect of the law,
complications that have occurred due to the misunderstanding or
differences of opinion in regard to the law and overall caseload
characteristics, caseload distribution and cost projections.
The summary and concl usions are self-explanatory. Except where
specific indication is given in the report pertaining to certain
portions of the law which appear unclear there are no recommendations.
Reference is made to previous reports submitted by the Department
outlining recommendations and alternatives.
PAL/lr
Attachment

GENERAL ASSISTANCE IN MAINE - 1984
I

G

INrRODUcrION

During the 111th Legislative sessions, a variety of proposed changes in
Maine law were submitted for the purpose of correcting what various groups
perceived as inequities in the General Assistance Program. Although viewed
from different perspectives these groups were in agreement that the present
program had severe shortcomings.
Local municipalities felt the program did not give specific enough control
to the local administrator in the eligibility determination process. In
addition, they felt that administrative and grant costs were growing to the
extent that it was a burden on local property taxpayers. Their major emphasis
was on placing more restrictive requirements into the law pertaining to
verification of eligibility, and one definition of immediate need and rights of
municipalities in billing previous municipalities of residence for assistance
given to what they referred to as IIltransients W or Hnewoomers.H
Advocates wanted quicker and more comprehensive assistance, statewide
standards of assistance determined by the State Department of Human Services
and supervision of local administration or outright State administration of the
program through a single state agency (namely, the Department of Human
Services). Such legislation was, in fact, submitted. It was withdrawn when it
became apparent that there would be a significant increase in costs for a
single state administered program or a state supervised program.
"Compromise Legislation supposedly speaking to the concerns of the two
major viewpoints, was drafted over a period of weeks and was eventually
passed. The Department of Human Services was directed to review the effect of
this legislation on the program and on specific groups. It was directed to
report back to the 112th Legislature with the results of its' review.
llJ

,

This report will speak specifically to major
law and what, if any, effect these changes had.
problems of carrying out the legislative mandate
intervene, and give technical assistance will be
~cifics

aspects of changes made in the
In addition, the success and
to the Department to monitor,
outlined.

of Legislation Directed to AdmdnistratorSt

The changes made in L.D.1164 do not basically add to or delete from the law
as much as they elaborate and make particular areas more specific. The
legislation does the folla~ing:
I.

It confirms legislative intent tl1at there will be a General Assistance
Program available to all people in Maine who are eligible,
confirms present legislative intent that the program will be
administered by each municipality, funded by the municipality and,
under specific conditions, reimbursed by the Department of Human
Services, it confirms legislative intent that municipalities will
establish local policy. Hcwever, it sets limits by requiring that the
standard of need be defined and include basic necessities of at least
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food, clothing, shelter, fuel, utilities, and essential medical
services; defines who is considered part of the household.
II. It requires ordinances to be filed and available for people to see,
confirms intent that towns shall keep records of applications and
results of decisions. Decisions aren't to be made on impulse or
opinion but on facts.
III.

It defines, in addition to standard of basic needs, eEmergencyi'l
situations where a person not otherwise eligible may need temporary
help.

IV.

It requires notices so that people will understand for what they are
eligible and for what they are not eligible.

v. It allows for a work requirement and a job search, places reasonable

limits on who can be required to work and when, allows i'ljust cause" for
quitting a job.

VI.

It defines what is to be considered income and allows for work related
expenses of a reasonable nature.

VII.

It makes clear that the burden of proof of eligibility is on the client
but that the municipal official has responsibility for being clear as
to what proof is needed and why.

VIII.

It attempts to clarify periods of eligibility.

IX.

It allows requirements by the town for clients to provide documentation
but also requires prudent judgment if a person can not easily provide
documents.

X.

It clarifies the intent that a person be required to use potential
resources (Section 4317) prior to receiving assistance, requires that
assistance not be denied if a person has applied for a resource and is
waiting for benefits (such as Social Security, AFDC, Veteran IS
benefits, etc.).

XI.

It makes clear that if a person is denied or dissatisfied he or she
does have hearing rights. These rights are to be handled promptly,
reiterates the intent that those persons conducting a hearing be
knOWledgeable about the program but not part of the original decision
being appealed.

Specifics of Legislation Directed to Department of Human serviceS
The Department of Human Services was directed to do the following:
1. Offer training, technical assistance, and consultation to
municipalities on the legislative changes and the program in general.
2. Monitor the willingness and ability of municipalities to carry out the
law.
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3. Offer interventive services to individuals calling the Department who
are dissatisfied with local decisions. A toll free telephone line was
established for access to the Department. Each municipality is
required to publicize this number in all its written decisions.
4. As appropriate, withhold funding and seek court action against
municipalities violating the law; if necessary grant assistance to
individuals where municipalities have ignored the law and to collect
the expenditures from the municipality. Where continual widespread
violation occurs in a municipality the Department is directed to -take
over" the actual day-to-day administration of the program. All
municipalities are given rights to a hearing and appeal before such
action takes place.
5. Report back to the 112th Maine State Legislature on its findings as to
the effect of the legislative changes on General Assistance, and the
results of its monitoring and intervention activities. It is also
directed to report findings as to the number or percentages of persons
applying for General Assistance who are denied; estimates of the
number of General Assistance cases that would be potentially eligible
for the AFDC Unemployed Parent Program; estimates of potential use of
an optional program providing full-time coverage to pregnant women
under Medicaid and estimates of potential use of an Emergency
Assistance program for families which might be administered b¥ the
Department in accord with Federal law.
Subsequent to the specific legislation on General Assistance, legislation
on the potential programs listed above was pissed. The Programs were
established by the Department for AFDC to Unemployed Parents and Emergency
Assistance to Families.
Related Changes in Law Potentially Effecting General Assistance
1. AFDC for Unemployed Parents authorized effective November 1, 1984.
2. Emergency Assistance to Needy Families with Children Authorized
Effective 7/1/83.
3. AFDC grant increases authorized 5% increase each year of biennium plus
2.5% effective January 1, 1985.
4. Medicaid expanded to include coverage for first time pregnant women
effective 4/1/84.
Medicaid expanded for AFDC recipients removed from rolls because of
employment effective 1/85.
5. Catastrophic Illness Program discontinued hospital benefits 5/1/84.

II.

IMPLEMENTATION OF LAW, TRAINING, OONSULTATION, IDNITORING

Immediately upon passage of the law, copies of the new laws relating to
General Assistance were mailed by the Dep:l.rtment to each municip:l.lity
throughout the State with an explanation of basic changes that had to be
implemented by October, 1984. Copies were also sent to Dep:l.rtment "Agents"
administering General Assistance in Unorganized Territories. Through the
State's Administrative Procedures Act the Dep:l.rtment made draft changes in its
policy governing the administration of the program plus conditions under which
it would monitor and intervene in the local administration of General
Assistance. Public hearings were held. Finalized policy to be effective
10/1/84 was implemented. Meetings and review of policy and procedures were
held with all Department staff responsible for the program. At the same tiIlE
the changes were reviewed by Dep:l.rtment Attorneys to make sure they were in
basic conformity to the new laws.
On a broader base the Department staff, in cooperation with representatives
of the Maine Municipal Association, arranged formal training sessions for
municipalities throughout the state. Nineteen training sites were
established. Representatives from towns where cites were located and
surrounding areas attended the sessions. These sessions were held both during
the day and during the evening to allow municipal officials otherwise employed
to attend. Two hundred and eight (208) towns were represented at these
sessions with 300 people attending one or more of the 19 sessions. This is
actually less than half of Maine's 498 municipalities.
LIST OF 'IDWNS HOs:rING TRAINING SESSIONS
Topsham
Farmington
Mexico
Madawaska
Caribou
Machias

Ellsworth
Baileyville
Skowhegan
Augusta
Sanford
Westbrook

Dexter
Belfast
Bridgton
Rockland
Lewiston
Houlton

Bangor

After the formal initial training sessions the Department responded to
requests from approximately 100 additional towns for more training and review.
This took place prior to and after implementation of the new law.
During this period the Department staff reviewed existing and pending
policies and procedures of each municipality, informed them of any deficiencies
or problems and gave individual town conSUltations. By January, 1984 the
Department felt that all towns had written material conforming to the law.
During this initial period concentration was on establishIlEnt of written
policy. The effectiveness of actual day-to-day administration was and
continues to be another and significant problem.
By October 1, 1983 a toll free line was established so that people, who
were dissatisfied with the local administration or a p:l.rticular decision by
iocal municipalities, could call.
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From the beginning, this has been the most contentious of the changes in
the law. Advocate groups and some of the legal representatives of low income
people expected the Department to act as a "Super Hearing Author ity" ruling on
any and all decisions made by municipalities if a client either was
dissatisfied with the local hearing decision, wanted to bypass the local
hearing authority or did not agree with a policy limitation established by the
town, even though the town was legally entitled to establish such policy. In
addition, some complaints were so general in nature and so inept of reasonable
facts that a detailed review was impossible.
An example of the latter is taken from a letter from a Legal representative
of an advocate group. The letter said in essence
RAll towns from Brunswick to Sorrento and from Vinalhaven to Far.mington are
violating the law. We request review of these situations, intervention and
report back as to what has been done town by town. III
There is no way that this Department can handle such situations.
basic problem will be elaborated upon in a later section.

This

Another major area of complaint where intervention did not take place was
in regard to the fact that most all municipalities have written policy saying
they will not pay back bills for rent, utilities, etc. Same municipalities
will pay back bills to a certain degree on what they define as an emergency
situation. While the Department I s position is that it is perfectly permissible
to pay back bills, it is not a requirement of the law. The following criteria
was established by the Department for its actual intervention:
INl.'ERVENE:

1.

When client's rights are clearly violated on right to apply,
be interviewed, hearing notice, other hearing rights.

2.

When the municipality ignores its own policy.

3.

When the municipality has policy that violates the law.

00 KQr INl'ERVENE:

1.

Because the client or advocate disagrees with the existence
of a plrticular policy.

2.

Because of disagreements over the interpretation of policy.

3.

Because of disagreements over a local hearing decision made
in accord with law and policy.

These go through hearing and court process.
In all instances we can offer to talk with the town in an effort to mediate
without directly intervening.
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Although the Department did not directly intervene b¥ granting assistance
in all of these situations, nor respond to the complainant in detailed writing,
it did contact necessary parties in all cases and responded to complainants
verbally (generally via phone) as to the outcome. The following two sections
of the report relate to complaints and the Department's evaluation of
complexities in the law.

III.

RESIONSE TO OUTSIDE CDMPLAINTS, QUESTIONS

A review of agency records shows that from September 23, 1984 when the toll
free line was established, through December 31, 1984 a total of 274 complaints
were filed involving 118 municipalities. other calls were received on the line
in the nature of inquiry and resource development from individuals and agencies
throughout the state. These latter were handled through referral to other
Department bureaus, municipalities, CAP agencies, etc. thus generating a
meaningful Information and Referral service to individuals which might not have
been available without the toll free line. These calls numbered in the
hundreds.
Of the 274 calls expressing concern or complaints about local
administration it was found that 97 (35%) were not factually correct.
Example 1:

Advocate called on behalf of client - claimed town refused to give
her an application - found that town had told her to come in and file
application after she had called town. Client did not come in - she
told town she had no transportation - town official took application
to client's house - no one home - local official was waiting to hear
from client again.
Example 2:

Advocate called on behalf of client - claimed town refused to give
assistance because client would not attend remedial reading classes
two nights a week client unable to get to classes. Review found
assistance had not been previously denied but client told to attend
classes the following month as a condition of continuing eligibility
and at no cost to individual - individual wanted transportation
provided to classes - lived within a mile of school - a single male,
mid 30's - no major medical problems which would interfere with
walking.
Example 3:

Client called - denied food order. Clients income was substantially
over town standard of need - regular and predictable - client and
advocate wanted Department to require town to increase its standard
of need - department position is that this should be resolved through
local Fair Hearing.
Example 4:

Client claimed town refused oil - called town - client had never
applied. Arrangements made for her to apply_
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Many complaints were similar to those in example 3. That is, a client or
advocate was dissatisfied with actual policy and wanted the town to change the
rules. Whether one agrees or disagrees with all municipal policies is not the
basis for intervention if the policy is developed and implemented within the
framework of State law.
Even though 35% of the calls were not substantiated as to violation, 65% or
177 calls out of 274 did have a basis in fact. This, coupled with problems
found by the Department in its own reviews, indicates continual problems in the
administration of the program. Although these situations were satisfactorily
resolved, they were not resolved without involvement of an outside agency
responsible for monitoring activities. All but 12 complaints were resolved
without the Department's direct intervention of granting assistance and billing
the town.
Example 1:
Two clients same town. Called on Friday, out of oil or very low.
Income eligible. Client was told to corne in and apply the following
Wednesday. Department called town - reviewed the fact that the town
could not have client wait until from Friday to Wednesday in an
emergency situation. Oil delivered. This is an example of typ: of
problem occurring in very small towns with selectman form of
government. There is no official available, town office and the
selectmen meet only once a week or less. Small towns have limited
response to emergency situations. They continually have to be
reminded of posting requirements of how to apply in emergency
situations and where to apply.
Example 2:

Client moved into small town requested assistance. Denied on basis
hadn't lived there 30 days. Department reviewed with the town that
it must grant if client eligible regardless of length of residence.
The town granted assistance. This continues to be a problem and a
hassle with municipalities. The law is clear. Municipalities don't
like it.
Example 3:

Client applied for rent assistance. Initial application. Denied,
limited explanation. After call from Department - agreed client
would go back and help would be granted.
Example 4:

Client applied for oil. No response. Department called town agreed to assist, client went back. Town should have helped in the
first place.
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Example 5:
Client verbally applied for wood on a Monday. Written application
made on Friday. (No explanation of delay in filing written
application). Town agreed to have wood delivered on saturday. On
following Monday still no wood. Called and agreed to have wood
delivered immediately.
Example 6:
Client requested help in small town. Missed her ap}?Jintment with
selectmen. Told no meeting that particular week - would have to
wait. Town ran ad in paper saying applications could be filed only
on Thursday. Department had to review law on availability with
officials. Assistance granted.
The above are illustrations of basic problems. Although they get resolved
when the Department calls, they raise serious question as to the understanding
or the acceptance of the law in many small localities without the potential of
monitoring by the Department. The limited Department staff are continually
phoning or meeting with local officials and "putting out brush fires" rather
than working with them in developing a meaningful program that is fair and
equitable to all.
In twelve cases the problem was resolved only by direct intervention and
authorization of assistance by the Department with subsequent billing of the
municipality.
Example 1:
Client called - could not reach local official to apply for oil.
Department spoke with town official, reviewed requirements and
reviewed the persons basic eligibility. Town official disagreed and
would not authorize. Department authorized. After authorization
town official called back and said town would pay for oil.
Example 2:
Similar to above. Small town. Heating oil needed. Several calls by
client and this Department. No response. Department authorized oil.
Example 3:
Client requested help with mortgage. Town refused (town policy
indicates it would pay mortgages as well as rent). Department paid
month I s mortgage.
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Example 4:
An individual needed help with rent, had just moved into town. Town
did not want the person. Refused help. Dep;1.rtrnent p;1.id rent. Town
appealed Department's bill. Town lost at Hearing. Planned to go to
court, but decided to settle.
Example 5:

In one case the Dep;1.rtment intervened because advocates and clients
claimed wood was needed and no one was accessible. Wood ordered by
Dep;1.rtment, town billed and app=aled. Town u:r;:held. It was found
that someone was available never contacted right person and it was
not an immediate emergency.
In summary, it app=ars evident that changes in the law may make the
responsibilities of clients and municip;1.1ities clearer. Municip;1.1ities do
develop policy or guidelines in accord with the law. However, the actual
day-to-day implementation of requirements leaves problems. Where there are
organized municip;1.1 welfare dep;1.rtments there are fewer and more limited
problems. Where there are full-time town managers and town officials the law
is also more likely to be followed. Where there is no full-time official or
day-to-day government services in municipalities that are rural in nature and
wit~ limited resources, the basic accessibility of the program is much more
questionable. This is said in spite of si~1ificant increases in overall
caseload and costs on a statewide basis.

IV

0

FlNDIN:;S - THE LAW, ITS IMPlEMENTATIONS u COMPLEXITIES v OONFLICl'S

The following listed sections discussed are all fram 22 MRSA Chapter 1161
as enacted by Illth Maine State legislature which became effective October,
1983. The nEterial outlines only those sections where Department staff feel
significant variculces or conflicts continue to exist. Where problems are cited
it is not meant to single out specific municipalities but the program in
general. They are applicable to a significant portion of the 498
municipalities in Maine.
Sections 4304-4305 - These sections require all office or designated place
in each municipality where a person may apply for general assistance at regular
and reasonable times. It requires an emergency number, availability and
posting of ordinances and standards of eligibility.
All nrunicipalities have standards. Sane are developed by the municipality.
Many are adopted from guidelines established by the Maine Municipal Association
(MMA) • Although this is a service to municipalities by MMA it does create
problems. Small municipalities tend to forward copies of the MMA guidelines to
the Department as their own. They have to be reminded that they must determine
the actual amounts of need and maximum. They also have to be reIDLlnded that
they must add details as to how and where to apply for hearings although they
adopt the guidelines outlining hearing rights. Continual reminders must be
sent out to municipalities to post ordinances and telephone numbers for
emergency situations. The latest reminder went out in December, 1984. With
every municipal election and change in officials the whole process of
reminders, technical assistance arld consultation starts over again in a high
proportion of municipalities.
The posting of ordinances, and the providing of emergency coverage is
increasingly difficult in smaller municipalities where there is no central town
office and where local officials are not always available because of their own
work schedules. In these situations, the Department often has to track dawn
someone or grant assistance arld bill the town. TO\vns, as indicated in the
previous section, eventually cooperate. However, in essence, the Departrr~nt
becomes the emergency source of assistance for scores of municipalities. It
cannot handle the volume.
Municipalities generally follow their standards in establishing basic
eligibiE ty. HO\vever, unless the applicant requests to review the standards in
detail, municipalities do not consistently share the standards with the
applicant when it canes to determining the actual amount of assistance. If an
applicant requests assistance in the form of a weekly food order and has an
unrnet need of $100 for a month, he or she may be authorized assistance in the
form of a food order for a week but will not be told that he or she may be
eligible for further assistance. If the applicant returns the following week
assistance is granted if the deficit continues to exist. In cases of large
deficits the general response is that the budget is not shared ~less requested
because if it is the person will ask for help to meet the knovln deficit. The
burden of lmowing is placed upon the client without a corresponding burden on
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the town for explaining the budget process. Towns have to be continually
reminded that written notices are required even when assistance is granted.
Towns reluctantly accept requirements of notice on denials. Many officials
outright and frankly state they feel the requirement to give written notice
when granting is "ridiculous". They feel the copy of a voucher purchase order
is sufficient. However, even if this is true, the voucher does not confirm
length of eligibility, overall amount or conditions under which assistance is
granted or would be continued.
Section 4307 - This section deals with residency and requires immediate
assistance to eligible persons who have moved into the municipality with intent
to stay. It also requires assistance to "non-residents".
Municipalities continue to resist this law with intervention by Department
often necessary. It is particularly upsetting to municipalities when
"non-residents· move into a town temporarily for seasonal work and apply for
assistance until they receive their first pay check. A review of "transient"
eligibles in rural areas during harvest season for blueberries particularly
shows extreme increases in costs to small municipalities with low tax base.
Larger municipalities become a focal point of persons and families seeking
housing and work. This increases administrative costs significantly. Although
reimbursement of 90% is often received by the municipality it increases local
costs. All municipalities large or small do not support, although they may
reluctantly accept, the requirement to assist persons and families who may be
ntransient~ or Rnew in town·.
Sections 4308-4309 - These sections deal with initial and subsequent
applications, basic eligibility determination, emergency benefits and
verification requirements. This is the most controversial section of the
revised law. The basic problem found in this area relates to emergency
situations and scope of assistance-. The law enables, and even requires
municipal officials to verify income and resources of clients in all
situations. It does allow for pypassing of documentation and detailed
exploration in specific emergency situations where prudent exploration at the
time of application indicates potential eligibility likely to exist.
Municipalities have been under great pressure from advocate groups whose
interpretation of this law often differs from that of municipalities and this
Department. These groups interpret the law to mean that if a person declares
he or she is without income or resources and has a need, that need must be
immediately met with no question. If a person with weekly income is out of
income on Monday and the rent due on Tuesday they would see a need and
eligibility regardless of the fact income will be available during the period
of time in question. In addition, they see a person eligible for assistance in
payment of back bills such as rent, fuel and utilities if the person is
currently without income and resources even though he may have had sufficient
income to meet these expenses in the past and has potential resources in the
future.
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Most municipalities have established policy that they will not pay back
bills, although they will pay current and future bills if eligibility exists.
Although the Department does not subscr ibe to the automatic refusal to pay back
bills it finds nothing in the past or current law prohibiting towns from
establishing such a policy. The Department also feels that if back bills are
subject to payment, the income and resources available to the individual during
that period of time should be subject to verification and calculation in
determination of the amount of assistance. This is a major area of the law
that needs to be clarified one way or the other. The law should be definitely
clarified to the understanding of all that, although a local official cannot
forego a decision or deny assistance indiscriminately, the official can still
question and withhold a decision if he or she has reasonable doubt. The policy
as written for eligibility for AFDC and Food Stamps uses this latter principal.
It is suggested that that material may serve as a reasonable model.
The law has always required municipalities to recognize emergency
situations. The Department feels that the law, as currently written, does not
require granting of assistance solely on the presentation of a back bill or a
claim that a current bill is due plus a verbal claim that the applicant on the
date of application has insufficient funds directly at hand. Because a person
applies for rent relief on the last day of a month for rent due the following
month, does not mean that the income he or she is to receive on the 3rd, 4th,
or 5th of the month in the form of a pay check, social security or welfare
benefits are to be ignored in determining eligibility. However, the law can be
interpreted to mean just that. As indicated previously, it should be clarified
so that multiple interpretations cannot be so prevalent. Municipal officials
must be responsive to emergency life-threatening situations. They must also be
able to evaluate the actual existence of the need and the emergent nature of
the need. Lack of immediate funds the first day of the month to pay rent or a
utility bill is not always an emergency life-threatening situation. It appears
that in correcting a situation where emergencies have been overlooked in the
p:tst the pendulum has swung a bit too far towards expectation that everything
is to be taken at face value.
Section 4323 - This section outlines the responsibility of the Department
of Human Services to assist municipalities in the implementation and carrying
out of General Assistance laws. The Department is required to offer technical
assistance, monitor, and, if necessary, intervene b¥ giving direct assistance
to individuals and subsequently bill the municip:tlity. In extreme cases the
Dep:trtment is authorized to directly intervene and run the local program and at
the same time take court action against a municipality failing to carry out the
law.
As indicated previously, within the limits of its staff and time the
Dep:trtment has intervened on individual complaints. Most have been resolved
without direct intervention. The Dep:trtment monitors basic program
administration, p:trticularly in those municip:tlities being reimbursed with
state funds. Less often, it conducts administrative reviews in all
municip:tlities, requiring and monitoring corrective actions where necessary.
Much of its activities are done on an exception basis. This means, if the
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Department receives no specific complaint - no action is taken. This is far
from adequate. However, it is the most that can be done with 498 divergent
municipalities, standards, and organizational systems. If it was found that a
group of municipalities, or even a single municipality, was outright
consistently violating the law as to implementing a General Assistance program
there is no way the Department could effectively step in and administer the
local program on a day-to-day basis. This is an example of a law which was
passed without consideration as to the cost of implementation. 'the
Department's reviews do indicate serious question as to the accessibility and
use of this program in many municipalities. This will be discussed in more
detail in a following section of this report.
Secti.on 4311 - This section deals with state reimbursement to
municipalities. This section requires towns to fund administrative costs of
the program at a 100% level.' The Department of Human Services is charged for
reimbursing municipalities 90% of their direct costs for General Assistance
when these costs exceed .0003 of the municipality's 1981 tax valuation as
determined by State Tax Assessor.
Increased costs to municipalities are occurring due to expru1ded General
Assistance. In addition, increased responsibilities are placed upon
municipalities. Questions continue to come up every day as to the equity of
this formula in small municipalities with a limited tax base. In addition,
municipalities are requesting assistance in paying administrative costs of the
program. There is an ever increasing viewpoint that if requirements are to be
established by State law the program should be funded with state money.
Although there is substantial state money put into the program, this money
reimburses only approximately 100 municipalities out of 498. It is also true
that these municipalities fund over 90% of all general assistance in the State.
The above cited sections of the law are those that the Department feels
create the major conflicts within the program. The following are general
cormnents on other aspects of the law as outlined in the introduction of this
report.
rur Hearings:

(Section 4322)

Municipalities give written notice of hearing rights at the time of denial
and discontinuance. As indicated previously, written notices have not always
been given in the past on cases where assistance is granted. This has
increased 'YTith monitoring. Hearings are not a frequent occurrence. There is
no evidence indicating any widespread or consistent refusal of hearings (with
exception of 2 or 3 isolated instances which were corrected).
Review of general complaints and administrative reviews shows that the most
frequent problem lies in the area of the make up and knowledge of "Hearing
Authority". Generally, the Hearing Authority would be a town manager (where
there is a welfare clerk actually handling cases)q or a board of selectmen or
members of the city council. These persons often had a role in establishing
the basic policy or approving it. Often, in cases of selectmen, the person
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making the case decision would sit in on the appeal; not as a witness, but as a
voting member. Hearing Officers do not always familiarize themselves with
policy relating to General Assistance nor rules of procedure relating to
presenting of facts and conducting a hearing. We continue to find decisions
based on whether the boards feel an exception should be made to policy rather
than whether or not policy was followed. Records of what took place at
hearings are very limited. Actual recordings of hearings is almost
non-existent.
Work Requirement:

(Section 4316)

Most all towns in theory have work requirements for welfare - especially
those municipalities that literally adopt MMA "Guidelines". In fact,
approximately 40 municipalities actually implement in varying degrees some form
of work program for welfare recipients. Where this is done, the law relating
to exemptions of the disabled etc. are followed and "just cause" is followed as
applicable in cases not generally exempt. Some municipalities are experiencing
problems in developing plans for coverage of Workmen's Compensation for persons
on workfare.
In a brief phone survey of the general assistance workfare program we've
found a mixture of responses to "Workfare".
In most cases the municipality responses are positive. Many of the
municipalities feel that the progran1 is working well. They do see same minor
problems. Basically the paperwork is aggravating but, then again, this has
been a major complaint about the entire General Assistance program. Towns do
not like to keep records in this program.
Scrne municipalities feel that workfare is a fideterrent~ to potential
general assistance applicants. They've stated that many people will not apply
for assistance if they know they'll have to ~ork it offES.
Same municipalities do not feel that it's working well at all. The
applicant will volunteer to work, receive the assistance, be assigned a work
site and never appear for work. They then will wait 60 days, the ineligibility
period for not completing workfare, and reapply for assistance knowing that
they are eligible. No actual clients have been interviewed by the Department.
The Department has received no factual data as to "deterrent Bi benefits, no
indication it has reduced General Assistance expenditures. There has been no
indication of significant cost benefit to any of the municipality's programs
such as Public Works, Parks, and Recreation etc. To what extent a person on
workfare received training or assistance to the extent it enabled them to
secure full time employment is unknown. There are many opinions and
philosophies shared but little factual study and eValuation taking place.
All in all most municipalities are satisfied using workfare.
client response, however, has not been reviewed.

OVerall
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Liens and Reimbursement:

(Section 4320)

Although there is a comprehensive law on placing of liens on property for
assistance received and for recovery of assistance from legally responsible
relatives, to date this law appears to be seldom if ever used by
municipalities.
Definition of Need - TwentY Four Hour Decisions:
Although there have been individual deficiencies found in selected towns
there has been definite improvement in clarity of what a municipality will
include in its standard of need and in actual making of a decision within 24
hours of application. Advocates may not always agree as to what may be
included or not included in a policy but the material itself is clear. The
main problem of delays does not occur from the point of written application,
but from the fact of original accessibility (as previously outlined).
As indicated in the previous section, the main problem in this area relates
to the fact that although municipalities use standards correctly to determine
basic overall eligibility, they do not always use them correctly in actual
determination of benefit levels nor share budgets with clients unless the
client specifically asks to review the budget or asks for an explanation.

Size and Growth

In the fall of 1968 the Citizen's Task Force on Intergovernmental Welfare
Programs created by Governor Kenneth M. CUrtis, made a series of
recommendations that were later adopted into law by the Maine Legislature.
These laws serve as the basis of the General Assistance Program today.
Although the basic recommendation to create either a State administered or
State supervised program were not adopted, three major changes were made which
effected the program significantly.
1.

Settlement laws were abolished and a reimbursement formula
substituted.

2.

Definitive requirements were made mandating that standards of
assistance be established by ordinance in each Maine municipality.

3.

Rights of people to apply and to appeal were spelled out in detail.

No longer was the administration of the General Assistance Program one of
strictly local option. These laws plus eventual economic hardships and
inflation have been the major cause of caseload increases.

The following table shows the caseload growth from the time just prior to
the Legislative changes and during the last 5 years. Administrative costs are
not included.
TABLE I

GENERAL ASSIS'.rANCE EXPENDnuRES - SELE.Q.rED WARS (FISCAL)
.YEAR

Wl'AL

STATE SHARE

1967

$2,143,623

$ 705,675

33%

$1,437,999

67%

1979

2,805,416

951,844

34%

1,853,572

66%

1980

3,353,651

1,273,928

38%

2,079,723

62%

1981

4,349,990

1,725,266

40%

2,621,724

60%

1982

4,841,138

2,011,352

42%

2,829,786

58%

1983

7,07l v 2l9

3,959,837

56%

3,111,382

44%

1984

8,961,275

5,315,646

59%

3,645,629

41%

% STATE

LOCAL SHARE

%

LOC'AL

It is anticipated that the increase in costs will continue0 Expenditures
from July, 1985 through June, 1986 could reach over $11 million total with the
State's share approximately $9 million or 80% of the total. This may happen
before 6/86.
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From 1979 the local share of costs for General Assistance has gone from
$1,853,572 to $3,645,629, a percentage increase of approximately 100%. The
State general fund share has gone from $951,844 to $5,315,6 d16, a percentage
increase of approximately 550%. This is not said to minimize the increase of
local costs. It does show that within the current system and formula a major
portion of any increase in costs will have to be funded fram the State General
fund. Increases and costs are more likely to take place in municipalities of
proportionately larger size who are at or near the threshold of the 90%
reimbursement formula for their costs. As municipalities reach the threshold
for re~rsement state general fund costs increase significantly.
The following table shows the increase in number of persons receiving
General Assistance since 1979. The table reflects the average number of cases
and persons per month plus average grants.

AVERAGE WNrHLY CASEIDlIDw CASE

PERSONS

.XE.8E

CASES

1979

2993

8055

1980

3247

7891

- 164

1981

3535

8359

1982

3614

1983
1984

CHANGE

% CHANGE

.rum

PERSON

coors

Q)ST!O\.SES

COOl'/PERSQN

$ 78

$29

- 2%

$ 86

$35

+ 468

+ 6%

$103

$43

8495

+ 136

+ 2%

$112

$47

4933

10474

+1979

+23%

$119

$56

5456

11634

+1160

+10%

$137

$64

Prior to 1980 and 1981 the caseload was comparatively stable. The table
shows an increase in the average of 33% from 1980 to 1984. Considering that
the State's population is 1,125,000 persons, the 1984 figures shoN that the
General Assistance Program serves less than OvO percent of the State's
population at anyone given time. This is a State where the percent of people
living under the poverty level is estimated at a minimum of 10%, and in some
quarters is estimated at 20%. The significance of these data is that there is
no indication that the caseload and resulting costs are likely to decrease but
would be more likely to increase. It also raises further question of real
accessibility.
Costs continue to increase as more persons who never before used General
Assistance tUrn to that program for basic necessities. During this period in
time the average case cost has risen from $78 to $137 per case. The average
costs per person has risen from $29 to $64. These figures also challenge any
claim that families and individuals are consistently ~lsing the program py not
working and having their needs met through General Assistance.
Distribution of Gaseload
In spite of t~e caseload growth and resulting cost increases at the State
and local levels, there remains serious que,stions of actual accessibility of
the program in many areas. As indicated previously, the basic growth of the
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program has been in larger organized municipalities within the state. Many of
the smaller municipalities have experienced little, if any, growth in costs or
size of caseload in spite of rising costs and poor economic circumstances.
The major part of overall General Assistance expenditures were made by 50
municipalities. These municipalities represent 47% of the State's population.
Of these municipalities 28 eventually received some State reimbursement.
Twenty-two (22) of these municipalities received no retmbursement.
In looking at the population figures it is found that the 100
municipalities with the highest population constitute 67% of the State's
population. They spent (gross) $6,935,203.23 out of the $8,916,246090 General
Assistance expenditures. This is approximately 75% of the General Assistance
expenditures. However, there is wide fluctuation among these municipalities.
They also received ,as a group, $4,011,820.88 reimbursement fram State funds.
This is 59% of the reimbursement funds.
The following table illustrates the wide fluctuation of expenditures in all
municipalities with a population between 15,000 and 25,000 (one municipality
just under 15,000 is included). Allowing for variance due to possible economic
wealth of municipalities, tax base etc. still does not explain the variance.
These municipalities would seem to have reasonably similar economic conditions.
TABLE III

POPUlATION AND EXPENDITURE SEI.BCJ1JID MUNICIPALITIES

POPULATION

EXPENDITURES

1

23,128

$ 60,198

2

22,712

58,406

3

21,819

653,713

4

19,638

81,386

5

18,020

57,242

6

17,779

114,870

7

17,366

28,011

8

14,976

42,388

The lower population municipalities continue to have limited programs. Of
the nearly 500 municipalities in the State a total of 361 have populations of
under 1,600 (many of these well under 1,000). The total population of these
municipalities is 206,000+ or approximately 20% of the State's population.
It'might be possible that the legend of Yankee pride and self-sufficiency plays
a significant part in the non use of the program. It is also possible that
here we may have what many refer to as Maine I s "hidden poor Ii •

- 20 A sample of approximately 25% was taken from these municipalities. The
population, obligation prior to reimbursement and actual annual expenditures
were reviewed. The following table lists the result of this. The sample group
represents 4% of the State's population. We assumed the group might also
represent 4% to 8% of the State's General Assistance expenditures. In
actuality, the sample group represents 2% of the expenditure.
TABLE IV

POl?ULM'ION OBLIGATION AND EXPENDITURE SfjI·OOfEP MUNICIPALITIES
POPULATION

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

225
742
349
1084
403
513
354
107
438
869
969
607
203
198
1492
1273
812
1021
454
795
730
373
425
598
1227
800
653
665
235
897
163
126
430
576
621
164
305
1527
252
651

OBLIGATION

825
2,655
1,365
3,435
1,050
2,400
1,260
10,395
1,200
3,300
3,690
2,580
1,170
4,050
14,235
8,520
4,725
6,720
2,145
7,470
4,080
7,395
2,865
6,555
8,895
11,460
4,875
2,415
2,445
8,040
1,935
630
4,035
2,235
2,295
1,470
1,620
14,325
1,035
3,225

EXPEND~

-0193.49
19.27
-0-096.26
60.00
'-0-0-0-083.28
-0-0955.17
757.39
164.71
-0-0651.59
-0-0160.00
327.95
966.42
645.11
432.29
-0-0810.73
-0-0471.29
153.90
120.00
-0-01209.44
-0-0-

POPUI.ATION

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

439
748
346
958
782
1061
695
726
44
1306
244
1492
269
235
146
563
518
841
337
1333
114
79
204
613
65
56
242
448
72
458
521
506
28
105
86
1108
88
130
140
644

QBLI~ION

1,680
3,810
1,485
6,795
4,230
4,725
2,115
2,310
825
5,400
2,145
23,625
1,080
1,260
1,725
2,760
1,905
7,365
4,125
3,765
855
750
2,115
2,685
870
1,935
1,170
2,115
1,095
1,770
1,485
2,055
450
1,035
615
3,480
1,245
705
855
6,840

EXPENDITURE

149.77
44.75
150.01
183.25
390.00
27.00
-0-0-0356.74
-01762.27
-0-0-0-0-0866.00
-0875.72
-0-0247.50
456.74
-0-0-0134.04
-0148.35
150.01
397.70
30.78
-0-0448.20
100.00
-0151.87
550.21

- 21 The review shows that in many municipalities expenditures are nil or almost
nil. There is no known factual data which explain this phenanenon when
compared to the overall dramatic increase in expenditures statewide and in the
initially listed municipalities. Question can be raised as to the actual
availability of assistance to 20% or more of the State's population if the need
arises.
It could also be assumed that the per capita costs in each municipality
adrrdnistering General Assistance would be similar, fluctuating no more than a
dollar or two.· In reviewing the costs to munici~lities after reimbursement
during the period of time from 7/1/83 to 6/30/84 in those towns receiving
reimbursement it was found that this varied from a low of $.81 to a high of
$12.63. The latter was in a municip<ility with a population of 40 people. The
most general distribution was from a per capita cost of $3+ to $6+.
These factor s all become significant when consideration is given to whether
or not to increase or decrease state reimbursement to municipalities and to
determine the most equitable and reasonable way of doing so. Sound
administration has always been based upon the principle that what can be done
at the lowest level of government should be done at that level. Whether or not
the current system gives equitable treatment to all residents of the State of
Maine remains questionable in spite of significant increases in the overall
program and overall increase in assistance granted by larger municipalities.
The following table gives a geographic breakdown of General Assistance
expenditures by County for the period 7/l/84 through 12/3l/84.
TABLE V

GENERAL ASSISTANCE <PST DATA BY rouNI'Y DISTRIBUTION
7/1/84 to 2/28/85
IN TWU&N.DS
COUNTY

POPULATION

99,657
Androscoggin
91,331
Aroostook
215,789
Cumberland
27,098
Franklin
41,781
Hancock
109,889
Kennebec
Knox
32 .. 941
25,691
Lincoln
48,968
Oxford
137,015
Penobscot
17,634
Piscataquis
28,795
8agadahoc
45,028
Somerset
28,414
Waldo
34,963
*Washington
139,666
York
State Total 1,124,660

% OF TOTAL
IDPULATION
9%
8%
19%
2%
4%
10%
3%
2%
4%
12%
2%
3%
4%
3%
3%
12%
100%

AMJUNT

SPENT

546.6
522.9
2727.9
27.4
115.2
608.4
60.9
45.5
224.0
722.7
34.9
27.0
204.8
59.6
28.4
364.3
6320.5

% OF TOTAL GA
EXPENDITURES
8.6%
8.3%
43.2%
.4%
2.0%
9.6%
.9%
.7%
3.5%
11.4%
.5%
.4%
3.3%
.9%
.5%
5.8%
100.0%

*The figures for Washington County do not include General Assistance
granted on the two Indian Reservations.

- 22 These characteristics indicating lower percent of General Assistance in the
more rural isolated areas has been a continuing occurrence year after year.
Previous yearly reviews reflect similar results although perCentages may vary a
point or two. These are also the Counties having the highest percent of people
living under the poverty level.

% UNDER
POVERTY LEVEL

Androscoggin
Aroostook
CUmberland
Franklin
Hancock

12.6
16.2
10.5
12.8
14.6

% UNDER

rovERTY LEVEL

Kennebec
Knox
Lincoln
Oxford
Penobscot

11.8
14.4
16.7
12.7
13.0

Pi scat.
Sagadahoc
Somerset
Waldo
Washington
York

14.1
11.2
16.3
20.0
21.6
9.8

The assumption was made that even allowing for economic variations of
resources each respective county would be similar, wi thin a percentage point or
two in proportion to the State total issued as the County's proportion of State
population. Would the percentage of General Assistance expenditures in the
County be in the same proportion to total State expenditures as the population
of the County is to the State population? If there is a difference would it be
found that the smaller, rural, less economically affluent counties issued a
higher proportion of the overall General Assistance expediture when compared to
its proportion of population? Could it be established that there is more state
reimbursement in these areas? The answer is no.
The largest county in IX>pulation (Cumberland) constitutes 19% of the
population. This one county accounts for 43.2% of the General Assistance
expenditures. Over half of this is spent in its largest city. If the
expenditures in this city were removed the characteristics of the remaining
municipalities would more nearly reflect the County's percent of IX>pulation or
be less. The same situation applies in other counties with major
municipalities. (Androscoggin, Penobscot and Kennebec). Although the
percentage of General Assistance issued is close to the percentage of
population - the overwhelming amount of assistance is issued in one
municipality in each county. The data shows that General Assistance tends to
be a "City Program".
In York County concentration of assistance is in three municipalities.
Many municipalities along the coast of the County have limited General
Assistance expenditures as the municipalities are inhabitated qy more affluent
persons. Municipalities inland where one would expect more need are
comparatively low.

- 23 Franklin CoW1ty, Piscataquis County and Waldo County are coW1ties where the
proportion of assistance issued is significantly lower than the CoW1ty's
proportion of population. other counties similar to the above are Knox and
Lincoln. The remaining CoW1ties have a distribution similar to their
population. In these ooW1ties as in the aforementioned coW1ties - the
assistance issued tends to be in from 2 to 5 larger municipalities. The
smaller municipalities issue very limited assistance.
This data basically supports previous data indicating that use and/or
accessibility of the program in many of Maine's municipalities is extremely
limited.
If the possibility exists that not as much need exists in these areas, it
could be assumed that other fonms of assistance are low. However, in doing a
similar review of the AEOC and Food Stamp caseloads it is found that the
proportion of cases to overall caseload is almost identical to the proportion
of IX>pulation. For example, Kennebec, Knox, Lincoln and Waldo CoW1ties
respectively have 10%, 3%, 2%, and 3% of the State's IX>pulation. They have the
same proportion of the AEOC caseload except for sagadahoc which has 3% of
caseload and 2% of population. 'lWo counties, Androscoggin and Aroostook have a
2% difference. other oounties are even or have a difference of only 1 percent.
Caseload OJaracteristics - Estimation

1.

BASIC AIDe - SDG..E INDIVIDUALS

Previous sections of this report outline caseload size and cost through
1984. There is no indication of any leveling off or reduction in the growth of
the caseload or costs. A review of available data indicates that of the
current 10,000 to 12,000 estimated persons receiving General Assistance each
month,
40% are single individuals
30% are AFDC recipients (exclusive of AFDC/UP)
It is estimated that this group makes up approximately 70% (or over) of the
General Assistance caseload. Although 30% of General Assistance caseload are
AEOC recipients, the actual percent of AEOC recipients receiving General
Assistance in any given month is 9% to 11%. (Last report 10/84 1,900+ cases
out of 18,OOO+)
It is known that there are 10,000 to 12,000 AFOC cases receiving maximum
AFDC grants because they have no other income. Individual grants amount to 50%
of today's standard of need. Even though a municir:ality's standard of need
would not equal the current IX>verty level, a supplementation of General
Assistance amoW1ting to $75 a month for these cases would mean an additional
$750,000 per month or $9,000,000 per year in expenditures for this one
representative group. Such a supplement would be about half the current average
monthly General Assistance expenditure to families which equals $137 per
mOnth. To the extent the AFDC maximums are increased advantage is taken of
State/Federal fW1ding.

- 24 Because of lack of information refOrted by municipalities on a case-by-case
basis, specifics of the number of single individuals has been unavailable since
late 1983. At that time, 1968 cases out of 4059 were single individual cases.
All indications are that this segment is growing. This is the one major cause
of caseload growth in many larger municipalities.
Considering that 70% of caseload expenditures are made to the above two
groups - assistance to low income couples and intact families is limited
indeed.

In November, 1984 the first AFDC cases were granted because of the
unemployment of a parent. It was theorized that implementing this program
would reflect a decrease in General Assistance costs. It was assumed these
families were already receiving General Assistance. It was also theorized that
granting AFDC based ufOn unemployment would decrease AFDC applications based on
absence fran the hane.
The facts to date have not shown this to be an accurate prediction. As of
February, 1985 there were 800 active cases receiving AFDC because of
unemployment. There has been no decrease in the basic caseload receiving
because of separation. There is no indication that there will be such a
decrease. Between 15% and 17% of the unemployed parent cases received General
Assistance at sometime prior to receipt of AFDC. A telephone survey of three
major communities found that two communities estimated 5% and one community 15%
of there General Assistance granted because of unemployment. One of the
reasons for this is that the unemployment benefits exceed the municipality's
standard of need.

To date, it can be concluded that the establishing of the AFDC/UP program
does not result in a significant decrease in General Assistance expenditures.
Neither does it decrease breakup of marriages~ This fOPulation could have a
significant impact on General Assistance costs in the future if persons remain
unemployed after Unemployment Canpensation is depleted and there was no AFDC/UP
program. It is too short a time fran the implementation of the AFOC/UP program
to tell the length of time a family remains on AFDC/UP. In theory it should be
shorter - assuming a reasonable labor market. That is not likely.
A recent sample done by the Income Maintenance Bureau concluded that only
19% of the AFOC/UP caseload have a good chance of becoming employed in the near
future. Eleven percent will remain at their less than 100 hours a month jobs.
These cases are largely located in areas of Maine where full-time jobs are not
as plentiful. Work is limited to seasonal and irregular jobs. The remaining
70% do not have significant work skills. Unless jobs and training can be
found, they will remain AFDC/UP eligible.

. Limited assistance is given to SSI recipients under the General Assistance
program. What is given appears seasonal and irregular and in the main directed
at SSI Disabled.

- 25 The elderly, who could also constitute a significantly high po~ential
source of application based on income tend not to use General Assistance.
Although potentially eligible - they seldom use the program.
4.

DENIALS

Specific information relating to denial rates on General Assistance
applications is not available on a municipality by municipality basis. It
appears that it is higher in small municipalities as the program one way or
another is little used. In the larger municipalities the actual denial rate is
lower than one would anticipate. Again, a telephone survey of three larger
municipalities shows an average caseload per month of 579, 102 and 439
respectively. Total denials during the year were 500, 152 and 300
respectively. Averaging those on a monthly basis the rate is 8%, 8% and 6%
respectively. In one other large municipality the denial rate equals
approximately 10%. It appears that any claim of outright excessive high denial
rates in many municipalities would not be completely factual as far as
organized municipal welfare agencies are concerned. This may not be the
situation in smaller municiIBlities. In all municipalities there appears to be
more people potentially eligible for assistance who do not use the program.
Denial is defined as outright rejection of an application. It does not include
persons who may receive assistance over a period of time and then are closed
for another per iod of time. The actual adequacy of the assistance is discussed
previously in this report.
5.

arHER GROUPS

The extension of Medicaid coverage to potentially eligible AFDC
pregnant mothers with no other children has an estimated caseload of 1,200
cases per year at $600 per case. This is a theoretical savings of $720,000
a year in General Assistance costs. However, there is no available
verifiable data indicating that these mothers would be eligible for medical
benefits under the General Assistance program. All indications are that
medical benefits under the General Assistance program are less than
$419,000 per year statewide even with the elimination of the Catastrophic
Illness program. However, this is an increase of over 120,000 in a two
year period.
In the fall of 1983 the Department was author ized to implement
an Emergency Assistance program for one time annual assistance to families
'in crisis whose income does not exceed the poverty level. This program
gives assistance for replacement of goods lost in a natural disaster,
utility shutoffs, rent deposits, certain appliance repairs and some limited
medical needs to the handicapped not covered by Medicaid.
Originally, replacement of certain appliances such as washing
machines and refrigerators were included in addition to utility shutoffs.
Effective April 9, 1984 replacement of washing machines and refrigerators
were eliminated. Although it was felt a need existed for these items it
was felt a greater priority needed to be placed upon utility shutoffs.

~
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The following table shows the distribution of assistance under
that program from 7/1/84 through 1/31/85.
TABLE VII
.EME'~JASSIsrANCE

PROGRAM 7/l/84 to 2/1/85

r------1------------------.-------------------,-----------TCtl'ALS
NO % NO % NO %

(AS OF 2/1(85)
AVERAGE FER C/i.sE

(40)

$285.31

A total of $1,500 g 000 is available for the program for the fiscal year.
To ds.teg approximately 50% of applications are granted (1857 out of 3665) •
Approximately half are AFDC recipients and half non-1\FDC recipients. The
largest single form of assistance is in utility shutoffs. Rent deposits due to
eviction plus repairs of furnaces ar~ stoves are nearly equal ana make up the
second largest group.
All of the AFDC recipients are potentially eligible for General Assistance
as well as i3. large I3egment of the non-AFDC recipients. Of this group 23% of
applicants vJere act.ual recipients of General Assistance prior to application
for Emergency Assistance under this program.
'1'hi8 program - \lihile not decreasing General Assistance overall costs does
indicate cost savings u assmning that these people would have received
equivalent. help from the municipality.
Currently the Departrnent, rather than expand the types of assistance for;
which benefits are available is considering increasing the amounts it will
authorize for payment of utility shutoffs and rent deposits because of
eviction. CUrrentlYf those maximum are $300 for utility and $350 for eviction
respectively. This program is funded through the State General Assistance
appropriation plus a dollar~for~o11ar match of Federal funds. It is expected
that a large increase in application ",lill take place after Aprill 1985. This
is the date established for utilit.y cutoff by ~ver companies. Shutoffs are
illegal from November through April unless permission is granted by PoU.C.
This happens seldom but it does happen.

VI
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SUloiMARY AND OONCLUSIONS

The General Assistance program continues to be a quagmire of
philosophical and legal opinions throughout the State. Although there is
increasing adherence to the laws governing the program there remains question
of accessibility and adequacy of the program in many municipalities.
Municipalities with organized welfare departments have made, in general,
significant strides in implementing programs that carry out the law.
Municipalities without full time welfare departments but with full time
municipal managers also show improvement, particularly as it relates to
initial accessibility for prospective applicants. Municipalities with part
time selectmen form of government with no full time officials continue to
have extremely limited programs.
The problems outlined in this report and this summary are not all
encompassing in each and every municipality. However, they are numerous
enough in more than a significant number of municipalities to question the
overall adequacy of the present system. Any significant corrective actions
are going to have to consider staffing and the administrative costs of a more
comprehensive program and its respective monitoring or supervision in
addition to mere changes in the State law issuing mandates to muinicipalities
and State agencies.
This report has no recommendations that have not been made in previous
reports particularly the report "Study of the Administration of General
Assistance in Maine" published in October, 1980 and the report "Improving the
Administration and Financing of General Assistance in the State of Maine"
published in May, 1968.
I. During the past ~lO years there has been increasing costs of the
General Assistance caseload on a statewide basis. Major increases have
occurred in the larger municipalities with organized welfare departments or
towns or managers acting as welfare director. Increases have been minimal in
smaller mW1icipalities with no full-time governing body. Availability and
use of the program in rural areas is minimal. Significant administrative
problems occur yearly with elected part-time selectmen unfamiliar with the
programo The program could be described as a "City Program". Approximately
50 municipalities account for approximately 80% of the General Assistance
expenditures. From 1979 to 1984 caseloads have increased over 50%. The
average cost per case has nearly doubled. The average cost per person has
increased over 100% (from $29 to $64)0 Coverage is limited to approximately
2% or 3% of the population per month. It is estirrated that over 20% of the
population of the State live in areas where the program is minimal or
vertually non-existent. There is wide and unexplained latitude in the use of
the program throughout the State.
As indicated previously, larger municipalities particularly those with
organized vlelfare offices show improvement in administration and
accessibility. The availability of the program in smaller mlmicipalities in
emergency situations continues to be a problem. Increasingly the Department
has been used to provide coverage and assistance and then has had to bill the
local municipality.
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II. Although there may be isolated or unique situations occurring since
the latest revision of the General Assistance laws no conclusions can be made
that these revisions per se caused a significant increase in caseloads or
costs. Rather, it appears that economic situations plus more awareness of
the overall General Assistance laws and increased adherence to overall
requirements by major municipalities have played more a part in the increase.
The program remains a :Parodox - some municipalities are experiencing
unprecedented increases in caseload and costs, others experience little, if
any, change. This can not be explained solely by claims of rural poor all
moving to the city.
For the first time, the Department is beginning to experience the
problem of monitoring what could be potential for excessive claims from
municipalities being reimbursed at the 90% rate. As substantial amounts of
reimbursements are claimed, the need for more regular and consistent
administrative reviews and program audits rises.
III. Administrative costs are a serious concern in larger municipalities.
Administrative costs in smaller towns are also a source of complaint.
However, since assistance is rrdnirnal in these small areas, it is impossible
to ascertain actual administrative costs.
All municipalities from the smallest to the largest complain of
complexities and problems in following the law. They look upon the program
as one imposed upon them by the State and want reimbursement of all costs,
administrative and grant. There is continual resentn~nt of the imposition of
any regulation not accompanied by additiolml funding.
IV. The ability of the Department to consistently monitor, consult with,
and plan corrective actions in all municipalities is severely limited.
Assistance and involvement is given on crisis or exception basis (response to
complaints). The Department has to spend an inordinate amount of time
putting out "brush fires" and finding local personnel who are supposed to be
accessible to applicants rather than providing systematic monitoring, review
and conSUltation. If one or more mQnicipalities were to consistently openly
defy the law there is no way the Department could fulfill its responsibility
under the law to intervene by directly administering the local program and
take court action against the municipality.
Costs in municipalities where reimbursement takes place requires
monitoring, administrative reviews, and aUditing of millions of dollars.
Current staff cannot keep up with that responsibility to the extent we feel
necessary.
The expenditure of fLmds in our four largest municipalities actually
requires the monitoring time of a full-time person. The Department has one
full-tir~ and two part-time persons available for 500 municipalities plus our
own unorganized municipalities. The responsibility of the Department to
administer the program in unorganized municipalities and to monitor the
actual expenditure of funds for which reimbur sement is expected cannot be
ignored. This creates a problem when expectations a.re placed upon the
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Department to monitor and encourage the actual expansion of the program in
other municipalities.

v. All municipalities have written policy and defined standards of
eligibility. The standards and policy are not always followed on a
day-to-day basis, particularly in rural communities. Accessibility continues
to be a problem in rural areas.
Evaluation of complaints received indicate that 65% of the complaints
of non-service had validity. Although all but between 10 and 20 situations
were resolved without the Department having to directly intervene by granting
assistance - intervention through contact with, discussion and clarification
of the law with a respective municipality was necessary. without such
involvement actual receipt of needed services for which a farnily is eligible
is questionable.
VL The use of standards to determine assistance and giving of written
notices is questionable in nearly all municipalities. There is no question
that municipalities use standards to determine basic eligibility. However,
they do not always use the standard to determine amount of grant (except to
set a ma.ximum)
A client with an ururet need of $200 ma.y be given a $50 food
order and not know he or she is eligible for more unless he or she asks. The
person must return and reapply for further assistance during the n~nth in
question. l\lotices to cases where grants are made are minimal even though
denial notices are used regularly. The client may not be aware that the
decision on amount of assistance is as appealable as well as outright denials
are appealable.
0

VII. The section of the law relating to meeting of emergency needs remains
unclear. As indicated in a previous section of the report, the definition of
"immediate need" and payment of back bills is subject to continual
controversy. Because an individual does not have immediate funds on the day
application is made should not mean that all back bills should be paid or
current need met for an extended period if the individual will have available
cash or other reources during the period of tirre in question. This causes
serious fiscal, administrative and legal problems for municipalities and the
State.
VIII. Fair Hearing authorities are often unaware of the policies they are
supposed to be reviewing on the purpose of a hearing. Hearings often relate
to whether an exception to policy should be made rather than whether the
policy was carried out correctly.
IX. Many municipalities continue to resist residency law denying
assistance to persons who have not lived in the municipality for an extended
period of tirre. Several situations have been resolved only after the
intervention of the Department.
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X. To date, workfare has not had a significant impact on the General
Assistance caseloads in municipalities using it. There is no indication that
it provides training, incentive or alternatives to assistance. It is looked
upon by many officials as a deterrent. Municipalities using it are beginning
to experience problems in providing Workmen's Compensation and are submitting
legislation accordingly.
Some municipalities do not have work readily available - although they
have a workfare program. They are considering telling clients if assisted
they will be called in to provide work later. This could be days, weeks or
months later. This Department's interpretation of the law is that workfare
is supposed to be in repayment for current assistance and that it would be a
violation of the law to build up "workfare I.O.U. hours to be repaid sometime
in the future".
XI. The program has been traditionally little used by the elderly and
remains so. The largest group using the program are single individuals
between the ages of 20 and 40. This is partially explained by the fact that
General Assistance is the only assistance program available to this group.
They are not covered by other programs with the exception of Food Stamps.
Applications for AFDC/UP indicate that only between 15% and 17% of
these families received General Assistance prior to application for AFDC/UP.
The AFDC/UP program has not been a significant factor in reducing General
Assistance, particularly for those persons receiving Unemployment Benefits.
Medical benefits continue to be limited in the General Assistance
program (though growing). A significant medical problem, not covered by
Medicaid, could be a fiscal crisis in anyone of the towns not subject to
reimbursement.

